1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer-related deaths in both men and women worldwide. The upward trend in lung cancer mortality is due to lack of significant markers for early detection and treatment. Lung cancer, the leading cancer killer among men and women worldwide, is considered to be a deadly illness because of low proportion of subjects (*≈*15%) who are still alive 5 years after the initial diagnosis. This low 5-year survival rate is mainly because most of subjects present with advanced stages at the time of diagnosis. Diagnosing lung cancer at localized early stage increases the 5-year survival rate significantly. Advances in molecular biology have eased the systematic efforts to identify molecular markers for lung cancer with valuable predictive and prognostic significance. It is estimated that around 10--20 genetic events including alterations in oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes (TSG) will have been occurred by the time a lung tumor becomes clinically evident \[[@B1]\]. These alterations if studied and characterized systematically using the present day advanced molecular analytic techniques can be developed as potential predictive and prognostic markers. Moreover, by understanding molecular mechanisms of the disease and potential treatment, molecularly targeted treatment strategies can be adopted. Many attempts have been undertaken by scientists worldwide to identify potential biomarker for lung cancer---the world no. 1 among cancer killers.

2. Molecular Markers in Lung Cancer {#sec2}
===================================

A molecular marker for cancer can be defined as a molecular entity (DNA, RNA, or protein) which can be isolated from biological materials, give quantifiable measurements of biological homeostasis, and indicates cancer-specific alterations in physiology from the normal state. Tumor markers can be broadly classified into 2:*Prognostic markers*---those which indicate a better or worse outcome irrespective of treatment; *Predictive markers*---those which indicate better or worse treatment outcome. Identification of these markers is the major goal of translational research and forms the basis of personalized medicine as these markers say ahead of time which treatment will or will not work in a specific patient. Genetic instability is at prime position in carcinogenesis and is indicated by a variety of cellular features at the chromosomal and DNA levels. DNA instability may be due to point mutations (deletions or insertions), recombination, gene amplification, and microsatellite instability. Instability at chromosomal level is mainly manifested by aneuploidy, translocations, deletions, sister chromatid recombination, fragile sites, homogenously stained regions, and double minute chromosomes \[[@B2]\]. Molecular alterations that occur during lung carcinogenesis or any other cancer result in dysregulation of signalling pathways critical for cell growth and apoptosis. The major pathway affected by the molecular alterations is the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway. The major genes targeted in cancer are the proto-oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes. The various oncogenes and tumor suppressors that are altered in lung cancer and their role in cell signaling pathways ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) explain their molecular contributions in carcinogenesis.

Though any one of the subtypes (SCLC or NSCLC) of lung cancer may be more susceptible to a certain type of mutation, many of the gene alterations that occur in lung cancer are common to both small-cell lung cancer (SCLC) and non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC). Lung cancer manifests many numeric and structural cytogenetic abnormalities. The latter include nonreciprocal translocations and recurrent losses involving 1p, 3p, 6q, 9p, 11p, 15p, and 17p, representing changes in known and potential TSGs. Aberrant DNA hypermethylation at cytosine residues within CpG islands, clustered around the promoters of many genes, is an alternative to gene mutations as a mechanism of silencing TSG expression. Polysomies or regions of gene amplifications often involve proto-oncogenes such as epidermal growth factor (EGFR) and myelocytomatosis (MYC) \[[@B3], [@B4]\]. Loss of imprinting or hypomethylation in the promoter region, of the insulin-like growth factor 2 (ILGF2), paternally expressed gene 1/mesoderm-specific transcript homolog protein (PEG1/MEST), and the H19 genes was also reported in lung cancer, suggesting that methylation is used not only to silence TSG, but also to activate potential oncogenes through hypomethylation \[[@B5], [@B6]\]. Simple reciprocal translocations are rarely observed in lung cancer, although t(15;19) has been reported \[[@B7], [@B8]\]. Alterations in microsatellites are another type of instability. The underlying mechanisms for this chromosomal instability are not yet ascertained. However, it is not surprising that the most powerful tumor surveillance mechanism is involved in DNA damage response and correction of errors in DNA replication \[[@B9]\]. The major driver mutations in lung adenocarcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma are represented in Figures [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} \[[@B10]\].

Lung carcinogenesis is a prolonged process which results in accumulation of molecular abnormalities. Genetic instability can be exploited as potential lung cancer biomarkers, but no biomarkers have adequate sensitivity, specificity, and reproducibility. Traditionally and till date, lung cancer treatment was decided based on histological subtyping into SCLC and NSCLC of which the latter is again subdivided into adenocarcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma and large cell carcinoma. With the completion of HGP and rapid advancement in molecular biology techniques, physicians have been able to delve into the molecular basis of the disease, and the concept of targeted therapy has gained popularity. Clinically relevant molecular subsets are being identified which are governed by driver mutations in genes crucial for cell proliferation and survival. For example, NSCLC can be divided into various subsets based on the driver mutations involved, like those with mutations in KRAS, EGFR, echinoderm microtubule-associated protein like 4-anaplastic lymphoma kinase (EML4-ALK), herceptin 2 (HER2), v-raf murine sarcoma (BRAF), mesenchymal epithelial transcription factor (Met), protein kinase B (PKB/AKT1), phosphatidyl inositide 3 kinase catalytic subunit (PI3KCA), and so forth, wherein EGFR mutation subset can again be divided into 3: EGFR mutations associated with drug sensitivity, EGFR mutations associated with primary drug resistance and EGFR mutations associated with acquired drug resistance \[[@B11]\]. This molecular subtyping would throw more light on personalized medicine which focuses on giving "right medicine for the right patient at the right time."

Though much work has been systematically focused on lung cancer markers, the acceptance of these markers being used as part of any of the diagnostic or prognostic procedures in lung cancer patients has been limited. This paper discusses the various molecular alterations seen in lung cancer that are and can be exploited as valuable markers for diagnosis, staging, and prognosis of lung cancer.

2.1. EGFR {#sec2.1}
---------

Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is the cell surface receptor for EGF family of extracellular protein ligands. The receptors exist as inactive monomers, which dimerise after ligand activation. This causes dimerisation between EGFR and other members of the Erb receptor family. After ligand binding, the Tyr kinase intracellular domain of the receptor is activated and undergoes autophosphorylation which initiates a cascade of intracellular events. EGFR signaling is not only critical for cell proliferation, but also to processes that are crucial for cancer progression, including angiogenesis, metastasis, and inhibition of apoptosis. The tyrosine kinase (TK) is the part of the protein located inside the cell, which switches on when a growth factor or ligand from outside of the cell binds to the outside protein of the EGFR. This switch when turned on allows the EGFR to signal the cells to grow and survive. In cancer patients who have mutations in the TK domain of EGFR, very little growth factor is needed to flip on the switch, and once turned on, the cancer cell is driven to grow and proliferate through this 1 signal. EGFR mutations have been widely reported in lung cancer by many researchers and play a key role in lung cancer therapy. About 10% of patients with NSCLC in the US and 35% in Asia have tumor-associated EGFR mutations \[[@B12]\]. These mutations occur within the EGFR exons 18--21, which encode a portion of the EGFR kinase domain \[[@B12]\]. EGFR mutations are usually heterozygous, with the mutant allele also showing gene amplification \[[@B13]\]. About 90% of these mutations are exon 19 deletions or exon 21 L858R point mutations \[[@B14]\] which increase the kinase activity of EGFR, leading to hyperactivation of downstream signaling pathways that promote cell survival. This is one among the mutations widely accepted for gene testing in lung cancer.

EGFR mutations are often found in tumors of female never smokers with adenocarcinoma \[[@B12]\]. In most of the cases, EGFR mutations are nonoverlapping with other oncogenic mutations in lung cancer. EGFR mutations are caused by carcinogens other than those found in tobacco smoke. It is recognized that EGFR-TK domain mutations represent the first molecular change occurring specifically in never smokers \[[@B12]\].

The understanding of EGFR status in lung cancer and the development of gefitinib is a milestone in personalized therapy in lung cancer. From the studies of Giovannetti et al. \[[@B15]\], it was determined that EGFR activating mutations significantly correlated with response time, longer periods of progression and overall survival in EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) therapy. While patients with mutations are most likely to have a dramatic response to EGFR TKI therapy, EGFR amplification and protein expression have also been found to correlate with survival after EGFR TKI therapy. Some studies indicated that EGFR amplification and/or protein expression are better predictors of survival after EGFR TKI therapy than are mutations.

EGFR mutation and high gene copy number predicted sensitivity to EGFR TKI in advanced disease, whereas increased expression of EGFR conferred higher response to EGFR TKIs. While EGFR mutations predicted better prognosis in untreated patients, high gene copy number was associated with worse prognosis \[[@B16]\].

2.2. RAS {#sec2.2}
--------

RAS genes (KRAS, NRAS, and HRAS) encode a family of membrane bound 21 KD GTP binding proteins that regulate cell growth, differentiation, and apoptosis by interacting with multiple effectors including those in the MAPK, STAT, and PI3K signaling cascades. Ras proteins acquire oncogenic potential when amino acid at positions 12, 13, or 61 is replaced as a result of a point mutation in the gene. This point mutation leads to constitutive activation of Ras signaling pathway. RAS mutations are prevalent in all human malignancies, but of which KRAS is most common. KRAS accounts for 90% of RAS mutations in lung adenocarcinoma, and 97% of KRAS mutations in NSCLC involve codon 12 or 13 \[[@B17]\]. KRAS mutations are uncommon in squamous cell carcinoma of the lung \[[@B18]\].

KRAS mutations are strongly associated with tobacco smoke. Incidence of KRAS mutations increased along with increasing smoking exposure, in contrast to the tendency for EGFR mutations \[[@B19]\]. While some mutations in KRAS are associated with cigarette smoking, KRAS mutations do occur in never smokers. KRAS mutations constitute a prognostic marker for poor overall survival in NSCLC patients \[[@B19]\]. It has been indicated as negative predictor of benefit from erlotinib or gefitinib treatment both of which are employed in anti-EGFR therapy and also in adjuvant chemotherapy \[[@B20]\].

Studies by Mills et al. \[[@B21]\] have proved that sensitive detection of KRAS codon 12 mutations in bronchioalveolar lavage can serve as an important aid to cytology in the diagnosis of lung cancer. Detection of these mutations could lead to earlier cancer diagnosis and less need for invasive diagnostic procedures. The role of KRAS as either a prognostic or predictive factor in NSCLC is uncertain at this time. Very few prospective randomized trials have been completed using KRAS as a biomarker to stratify therapeutic options in the metastatic setting. Unlike in colon cancer, KRAS mutations have not yet been proved in NSCLC to be negative predictors of benefit to anti-EGFR antibodies. However, KRAS mutations are negative predictors of radiographic response to the EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors, erlotinib and gefitinib \[[@B20]\]. KRAS mutations conferred resistance to treatment with EGFR TKI in advanced diseases and were found to be associated with lack of benefit from adjuvant chemotherapy in early disease \[[@B16]\]. However, studies focused on the prognostic significance of RAS genes were highly contradictory. KRAS mutations were found to be negative prognostic marker for adenocarcinomas, but the same did not hold true for squamous cell carcinoma \[[@B22]\]. Camps et al. \[[@B23]\] showed no prognostic value for KRAS, whereas Rosell et al. \[[@B24]\] had found KRAS to be a negative prognostic marker for disease relapse and morbidity for all stages and histological types. KRAS is downstream of EGFR, and hence tumors that contain KRAS mutations were found to be resistant to EGFR TKIs which makes KRAS a good marker for patients who should be excluded from EGFR TKI treatment \[[@B25]\] and are accepted for gene testing of lung cancer.

Somatic mutations in NRAS have been found in *≈*1% of NSCLC and are common in squamous cell carcinoma \[[@B18]\]. Most of the NRAS mutations are missense mutations by amino acid substitution at position 61. NRAS mutations are usually nonoverlapping with other oncogenic mutations \[[@B18]\]. Specific clinical characteristics of lung cancer patients harboring NRAS mutations have yet to be described. Currently, there are no direct anti-NRAS therapies available.

2.3. P53 {#sec2.3}
--------

P53 is a DNA binding sequence-specific transcription factor that activates the p21 TS gene which hinders the transition from G1 to S phase of the cell cycle by creating protein complexes of p21 oncoprotein with the D1/CdK4 and E/CdK2 cyclin/CdK complexes. P21 activation leads to the deactivation of the CdKs and therefore to the activation of the Rb TS gene. P53 mutation in lung cancer is widely reported. Loss of function of P53 TS gene, because of missense mutations that cause single-residue change in the DNA binding core domain of the protein, occurs early in lung tumorigenesis in about 50% of cases \[[@B27]\]. Genetic instability due to the impaired ability of the p53-regulated DNA damage repair further facilitates the occurrence new genetic abnormalities, leading to malignant progression \[[@B2]\]. Not only P53 mutations result in the abrogation of wild-type p53 activity, but the expressed p53 mutant proteins also tend to gain oncogenic functions such as interference with wild-type p53-independent apoptosis \[[@B28]\].

One major genetic alteration detected in lung cancer includes point mutations in the P53 gene. The rate of P53 mutations in NSCLC varies from 30% to 50% of the cases and is clustered at codons 157, 158, 248, 249, 273, and 282 within exons 5 and 8 \[[@B29]--[@B31]\]. These types of mutations are typical for both smokers and nonsmokers. Missense mutations of the P53 gene are most common and usually but not always prolong the half-life of the proteins from minutes to hours. This results in nuclear accumulation of the p53 protein which can be detected by immunohistochemistry (IHC) \[[@B32]\]. It has been shown that p53 mutations in lung cancer are different from those in other cancers and that an excess of G to T transversions is characteristic of these tumors \[[@B33], [@B34]\]. The genetic profile of p53 mutations in lung cancer and particularly in adenocarcinoma differs according to their characteristics and location.

Cherneva et al. \[[@B35]\] have reported high incidence of p53 overexpression in tumor tissues of patients with NSCLC. This was associated with the overexpression of p53 mRNA in corresponding lymph nodes and a trend to be associated with the advanced stages. The expression analysis of p53 mRNA, detected by real-time PCR, can supplement the knowledge of p53 as a biomarker of lung cancer diagnosis and pathogenesis. This method is more sensitive than the currently used methods for p53 expression analysis and thus provides opportunities for a more accurate clinical application of molecular markers.

In lung cancer, the prevalence of p53 Ab is high (30%) and is correlated with a very high rate of P53 mutations in this cancer (60--70%). Lubin et al. \[[@B36]\] showed that these Ab are always present at the time of diagnosis, but they never appear during tumor development, an observation strengthened by the fact that these Ab are mostly IgG, corresponding to secondary immune response. These results suggest that the humoral response is an early event and that p53 Ab can be used as a precocious marker of p53 alterations before clinical manifestation of the disease.

According to the study by C. J. Piyathilake, p53 accumulation is an early event in lung carcinogenesis and potentially could be useful in the identification of smokers who are at risk of developing SCC, but not in the estimation of survival of the disease \[[@B37]\].

P53 is an independent predictor of disease-free survival, and the altered gene expression is a negative prognostic factor for overall survival of lung adenocarcinoma patients \[[@B38], [@B39]\]. P53 expression predicted sensitivity to cisplatin-based chemotherapy, whereas p53 mutation was found to be associated with resistance to cisplatin-based therapy. Increased P53 positivity conferred worse prognosis in untreated patients, and p53 mutation was also associated with worse prognosis. Steels et al. \[[@B40]\] showed that the mutated p53 gene leads to poorer survival in adenocarcinoma as well as in SCC in all stages of the disease. The increased sensitivity, by combining Rb2/p130, downstream of P53 suggests that it may be feasible to use a panel of genes such as p53 and Rb2/p130 as diagnostic markers of lung cancer.

2.4. BRCA1 {#sec2.4}
----------

BRCA1 is involved in transcription couples, nucleotide excision repair, and functions as a differential regulator of chemotherapy-induced apoptosis \[[@B41]\]. BRCA1 sensitizes cells to apoptosis induced by antimicrotubulin agents like taxanes and vinca alkaloids and also abrogates the effect of DNA-damaging agents like cisplatin and etoposide \[[@B42]\]. Low BRCA1 correlates with ERCC1 mRNA and predicts a favorable outcome in locally advanced NSCLC patients treated with cisplatin/gemcitabine, followed by surgery \[[@B43]\]. High BRCA1 predicts for resistance to cisplatin and possibly sensitivity to docetaxel \[[@B44]\]. BRCA1 overexpression conferred worse prognosis in untreated patients and suggested resistance to cisplatin-based chemotherapy \[[@B16]\].

2.5. RRM1 {#sec2.5}
---------

RRM1 is the regulatory component of ribonucleotide reductase, which catalyses the formation of deoxyribonucleotides from ribonucleotides, aiding with DNA synthesis and repair. Additionally, RRM1 mediates suppression of cell migration and tumour metastasis by inducing *PTEN*, a prominent tumour-suppressor gene responsible for attenuation of growth-factor pathway signalling. RRM1 is the predominant target of the nucleoside analogue gemcitabine. RRM1 has also been associated with differential survival outcomes in patients with NSCLC \[[@B45]\]. Increased RRM1 predicts for decreased tumor invasiveness and metastatic potential, therefore predicting for more indolent behavior, perhaps mediated through its direct correlation with phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN) protein expression \[[@B46]\]. High RRM1 levels therefore have a prognostic function. RRM1 expression correlates with expression of ERCC1, and patients whose tumors had high expression of RRM1 had longer survival compared with the low-expression group \[[@B47]\]. *RRM1* expression is a major predictor of disease response to gemcitabine/platinum chemotherapy \[[@B48]\].

2.6. ERCC1 {#sec2.6}
----------

ERCC1 is a rate-limiting protein in the NER and interstrand cross-link repair (ICL-R) pathways. It works by recognising and removing platinum adducts and by repairing interstrand DNA cross-links. NSCLC cell lines with increased *ERCC1*have been shown to be resistant to platinum *in vitro* \[[@B49]\]. Patients with high expression of ERCC1 and surgically resected lung tumors have a better prognosis but no improvement of survival with chemotherapy, whereas patients with low expression of ERCC1 and surgically resected have a worse prognosis but a longer survival under adjuvant chemotherapy \[[@B50]\]. Determining ERCC1 expression in completely resected NSCLC could help select patients likely to benefit from additional platinum-based chemotherapy. ERCC1 expression in NSCLC is a controversial issue and needs extensive studies to exploit it as a biomarker.

2.7. Beta Tubulin {#sec2.7}
-----------------

Microtubules are dynamic polymers that play a part in cell division. Aberrant expression of beta tubulin class III gene correlated with paclitaxel resistance in NSCLC cell lines. High beta tubulin expression correlated with shorter relapse-free and overall survival in untreated patients. No difference was shown in the responses of patients whose tumors had higher or lower beta tubulin expression \[[@B51]\]. Though studies have reported that high beta tubulin expression predicted resistance to vinorelbine \[[@B52]\], no improvement in survival was seen in patients assigned to either chemotherapy or observation in the low tubulin group, whereas in the high tubulin group, patients who received chemotherapy showed a trend towards overall improved survival, and hence, a significant treatment based on tubulin interaction could not be shown \[[@B51]\].

2.8. RB {#sec2.8}
-------

The Rb tumor suppressor gene is located on chromosome 13q14 which takes part in the G1 check point of the cell cycle by inhibiting the transcription of certain genes whose protein products are necessary for DNA synthesis. The nonphosphorylated form of Rb forms a complex with E2F/DP1 key transcriptional factor and hinders the transition from G1 to S phase of the cell cycle and blocks cell duplication. Up to 30% of cytogenetic abnormalities of Rb gene have been detected by fluorescence *in situ* signaling in NSCLCs \[[@B53]\], and about 90% of SCLCs and 30% of NSCLCs lack active Rb protein \[[@B27]\]. RB in cooperation with other genetic abnormalities plays pivotal role in lung tumorigenesis, but do not represent a prognostic factor in NSCLCs. The 5-year survival rate in patients with normal versus reduced pRb expression was 55.1 versus 73%, the difference being nonsignificant \[[@B54]\]. Studies that delved into the prognostic value of this gene have had contradictory results. Xu et al. \[[@B55]\] and Caputi et al. \[[@B56]\] reported that when Rb is not expressed or expressed in lower degree, it correlated with poorer survival, whereas D\'Amico et al. \[[@B57]\] in their elaborate study could not validate the prognostic value of RB.

2.9. AKT {#sec2.9}
--------

AKT or protein kinase B is a serine threonine kinase that is activated by PI3K*α* and mediates PI3K signaling. Somatic mutations in AKT1 have been found in *≈*1% of all NSCLC in both adenocarcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma histology \[[@B58]\]. Preclinical data has shown that the presence of this mutation results in cellular transformations *in vitro* and *in vivo* \[[@B59]\]. As AKT activity regulates many processes in cancer, the AKT pathway has become an important therapeutic target. AKT activation promotes resistance to standard chemotherapy and radiotherapy, whereas inhibition of AKT signaling induces apoptosis and decreased growth of tumor cells dependent on elevated AKT signaling for cell survival and growth. In lung cancer, elevated AKT does not correlate with tumor stage or grade. Increased expression of phosphor AKT has been reported in preneoplastic lesions such as bronchial dysplasia, suggesting that AKT activation can be an early event in tumor progression and, thus, may represent a potentially important target for chemoprevention in individuals with high risk of lung cancer \[[@B60], [@B61]\].

A major recurrent mutation Glu17Lys has been observed in about 1% of NSCLC, and they have only been identified in squamous cell carcinoma. The Glu17Lys mutations occur in the AKT1 pleckstrin homology domain. This mutation alters the phosphoinositide binding pocket and leads to PI3K-independent protein kinase B activation \[[@B59]\]. *In vitro* studies suggest that the AKT1 E17K mutation is less sensitive than wild-type AKT1 to inhibitors by the experimental AKT inhibitor, VIII, a non-ATP competitive agent which requires a functional pleckstrin homology domain \[[@B59]\]. Allosteric inhibitors of protein kinase B are being tested in phase I trials.

The role of AKT1 mutations for selecting or prioritizing anticancer treatment is uncertain at this time. However, it should be noted that AKT1 mutations are usually found in wild-type tumors for EGFR, ALK, or other driver mutations.

2.10. PTEN {#sec2.10}
----------

PTEN is a dual-specific lipid or protein phosphatase and acts as a tumor suppressor by negatively regulating PI3K/AKT pathway by dephosphorylating PIP3 \[[@B62]\]. Cancer-associated genomic alterations in PTEN result in PTEN inactivation, and hence, PI3K-AKT pathway is enhanced. Somatic mutations in PTEN have been found in 4--8% of NSCLC and are common in smokers with squamous cell histology. PTEN mutations occur in multiple exons, and no hotspots have been identified \[[@B63]\]. The common PTEN mutation is R233∗ which introduces premature stop codon into the PTEN gene. In preclinical studies, PTEN loss is associated with decreased sensitivity of EGFR mutant lung tumors to EGFR TKIs \[[@B64]\]. Clinical trials are assessing the efficacy of PI3K inhibitors in PTEN loss. Studies by Janku et al. as presented at the 2012 ASCO annual meeting showed that PTEN loss can be associated with increased PI3K/AKT/mTOR signaling and sensitivity to PI3K pathway inhibitors \[[@B65]\].

2.11. MET {#sec2.11}
---------

The MET gene (MNNG-HOS) transforming gene, located on chromosome 7, encodes an RTK of the MET/RON family and plays an important role in PI3K-AKT-mTOR pathway as well as the RAS-RAF-MEK-ERK pathway. Aberrant signaling through MET receptor as with the case of malignancy promotes pleiotropic effects including growth, survival, invasion, migration, angiogenesis, and metastasis. MET mutations have been reported in NSCLC as well as SCLC \[[@B66], [@B67]\]. Overexpression of MET protein in tumor tissue relative to adjacent normal tissue occurs in 25--75% of NSCLC \[[@B68]\]. In a recent phase II study in which patients with NSCLC were randomized to MetMab (an anti-MET antibody) plus erlotinib versus erlotinib alone, increased expression of MET protein was associated with improved progression-free survival (HR = 0.53, *P* = 0.04: 1.5 months to 2.9 months) and overall survival (HR = 0.37, *P* = 0.002: 3.8 months to 12.6 months) in patients who received MetMAb and erlotinib \[[@B69]\]. MET amplifications play an important role in acquired resistance to EGFR inhibitors in patients with EGFR mutant tumors \[[@B70]\].

2.12. MEK1 {#sec2.12}
----------

MEK1, also known as MAP2K1, is a serine threonine protein kinase which plays a pivotal role in the MAP kinase signaling pathway and hence plays an important role in many cellular processes. Somatic mutations in MEK1 have been found in approximately 1% of all NSCLCs and are more common in adenocarcinoma histology \[[@B71]\]. The presence of MEK1 mutation is associated with *in vitro* resistance to EGFR TKIs but is found in wild-type tumors for EGFR, ALK, or any other driver mutations \[[@B72]\]. The common MEK1 mutations seen are Q56p at exon 2, K57N at exon 2 and D67N at exon 2.

2.13. HER2 {#sec2.13}
----------

HER2 belongs to RTK family that includes EGFR/ERBB1, HER2/ERBB2/NEU, HER3/ERBB3, and HER4/ERBB4. Though no ligand has been identified for HER2, it appears to be the preferential dimerization partner for all members of the ERBB family. Binding of ligand leads to heterodimerisation and activation of HER2 TK activity. Activated HER2 then phosphorylates its substrates leading to the activation of multiple downstream pathways including PI3K-AKT-mTOR and RAS-RAF-MEK-ERK pathways. HER2 mutations are detected in approximately 2--4% of NSCLC. The most common mutation is an in-frame insertion within exon 20. Though commonly found in never smokers with adenocarcinoma histology, HER2 mutations are also reported in other subsets of NSCLC \[[@B72]\]. HER2 mutations are nonoverlapping with oncogenic mutations found in NSCLC. HER2 amplifications do not usually coincide with HER2 mutations and have no important role as a predictive or prognostic marker contrarily to what is observed in breast. Preclinical data suggests that the presence of HER2 mutation is associated with primary resistance to the first generation EGFR TKIs, erlotinib, and gefitinib. However, cells expressing the HER2 exon 20 mutation are sensitive to the irreversible dual EGFR and HER2 TKIs, lapatinib, neratinib, and afatinib \[[@B73], [@B74]\].

2.14. CDKN2A {#sec2.14}
------------

CDKN2A is a TS gene that regulates cell cycle progression through a G1/S restriction point by inhibiting CDK4 and CDK6/cyclin D-mediated phosphorylation of Rb. CDKN2A locus (9p21) encodes 2 proteins by alternative splicing: *α* transcript p16^INK4A^ which inhibits Rb phosphorylation and *β* transcript p14^ARF^ which stabilizes MDM2 and increases the availability of p53. Deregulated expression of p16^INK4A^ occurs in 43% of NSCLCs but is not related to the clinical stage of the tumors, but smoking was associated with aberrant expression of p16INK4A/pRB, suggesting that abnormalities in this network occur early in the development of NSCLC subset \[[@B75]\].

2.15. BRAF {#sec2.15}
----------

BRAF is a serine threonine kinase that links RAS GTPase to downstream proteins of the MAPk family which control cell proliferation. In NSCLC, BRAF mutations are found in 1--3% of tumors, most of which are adenocarcinoma. Unlike melanoma, NSCLCs mostly harbor non-Val600Glu mutations including the Leu596Val mutation in the kinase domain \[[@B76]--[@B78]\]. BRAF mutations are associated with increased kinase activity and lead to constitutive activation of MAPK2 and MAPK3 \[[@B79]\]. The various BRAF mutations observed in NSCLC are as follows:G466V and G469A which occur within the highly conserved GXGXXG motif of the BRAF kinase domain.L597V which occurs within the kinase domain.V600E which occurs within the activation segment of the kinase domain.BRAF mutations are mutually exclusive to EGFR and KRAS mutations and have been associated with decreased sensitivity to the EGFR TKI, gefitinib \[[@B79]\]. BRAF mutation is a powerful predictive marker and is evolving as a prognostic marker which can identify a subset of tumors that are sensitive to targeted therapies. Multiple BRAF inhibitors like PLX4032 (molecular inhibitor selective for BRAF), sorafenib (a multikinase inhibitor of RAF-1, BRAF, VEGF, and PDGF), and CI-1040 (a first-generation-specific inhibitor of MAP kinase) are currently under development. Clinical responses of patients harboring a BRAF V600E lung tumor-associated mutation to BRAF inhibitors are unknown at present. However, a phase I trial of the BRAF inhibitor, vemurafenib (PLX4032), showed \>80% response rate in BRAF V600E positive melanoma \[[@B80]\]. In the follow-up randomized phase III trial comparing vemurafenib to dacarbazine in previously untreated, metastatic melanoma with the BRAF V600E mutation, vemurafenib improved rates of overall survival and progression-free survival \[[@B81]\]. Clinical responses of patients harboring a BRAF L597V, G469A, and G466V lung tumor associated mutation to BRAF inhibitors are unknown at present.

2.16. ALK {#sec2.16}
---------

ALK encodes a tyrosine kinase receptor that is normally expressed in selected neuronal cell types. Several balanced translocations involving ALK have been discovered; however, all resulting chimeric proteins retain the ALK kinase domain. Majority of ALK fusion variants are comprised of EML4. Fusions of ALK with EML4 were found in NSCLC in 2007. ALK/EML4 fusion results from an inversion in short arm of chromosome 2 that juxtaposes the EML4 gene with the ALK gene. ALK/EML4 fusion results in protein oligomerisation and constitutive activation of the kinase \[[@B81]\]. Approximately 3--7% of lung tumors harbor ALK fusions. ALK fusions are more commonly found in light smokers (\<10 pack years) and/or never smokers. ALK fusions are also associated with younger age and adenocarcinomas.

Clinically the presence of ALK rearrangement is detected by FISH with an ALK break-apart probe. In the vast majority of NSCLC cases, ALK rearrangements are nonoverlapping with other oncogenic mutations \[[@B82]\]. In the initial phase I trial, patients whose tumors harbored an ALK fusion displayed a 57% radiographic response rate to the dual ALK/MET TKI, crizotinib \[[@B83]\]. The probability of progression-free survival (PFS) at 6 months was estimated to be around 72%. Based on these initial results, an international phase III trial randomizing patients with advanced lung cancer harboring ALK fusions to crizotinib versus standard chemotherapy after disease progression on first-line treatment is now ongoing. More recently, a retrospective study demonstrated that patients with ALK fusion-positive lung cancers have improved response rate and progression-free survival when treated with either pemetrexed monotherapy or combination therapy \[[@B84]\]. A superior median PFS (9 months) was observed for patients with ALK-positive lung cancer treated with pemetrexed compared to patients with EGFR mutant (PFS 5.5 months), KRAS mutant (PFS 7 months), or "triple negative" (ALK fusion negative, wild-type EGFR, and wild-type KRAS; PFS 4 months) lung cancer \[[@B90]\]. In addition, in a phase II nonrandomized study of the heat shock protein 90 (HSP-90) inhibitor, IPI-504, in patients with advanced lung cancer who previously progressed on EGFR TKI therapy, tumors from 3 patients were retrospectively found to have ALK rearrangements. 2 of these patients had partial response, while a third had prolonged stable disease (7.2 months, 24% decrease in tumor size \[[@B85]\].

In addition to mere ALK-EML4 rearrangements, which are sensitive to crizotinib, several second site mutations in ALK are also observed. The EML4-ALK L1152R mutation results in an amino acid substitution at position 1152 in ALK, from an L to R. L1152R has been detected in the tumor of a patient with ALK fusion-positive lung cancer who developed acquired resistance to the dual ALK/MET TKI crizotinib \[[@B86]\]. In addition to L1152R, additional nonoverlapping ALK kinase domain mutations L1196M and C1156Y which confer resistance to crizotinib have been detected in patients with ALK fusion-positive NSCLC \[[@B87]\]. ALK rearrangement is gaining more importance and is included in the gene testing panel for lung cancer.

2.17. PIK3CA {#sec2.17}
------------

PI3K belongs to the family of lipid kinases involved in cell growth, proliferation, differentiation, motility and survival. It is a heterodimer composed of 2 subunits---an 85 Kda regulatory subunit p85 and a 110 Kda catalytic subunit PIK3CA code for one of the catalytic subunit p110*α*. PI3K converts PIP2 to PIP3 on the inner leaflet of the cell membrane. PIP3 recruits signaling proteins like AKT resulting in their increased activity. Somatic mutations in PI3KCA have been found in around 1--3% of NSCLC. These mutations usually occur within 2 hotspots within the helical domain of exon 9 and kinase domain of exon 20. When compared between adenocarcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma, PI3KA mutation is more common among adenocarcinoma and occurs in both smokers and nonsmokers. PIK3CA mutation can co-occur with EGFR mutations \[[@B88]\]. In addition, PIK3CA mutations have been detected in a small percentage (\~5%) of EGFR mutant lung cancers with acquired resistance to EGFR TKI therapy \[[@B89]\]. The common PI3KCA mutations in lung cancer involve E542K, E545K, E545Q, H1047L, and H1047R.

2.18. ROS {#sec2.18}
---------

ROS kinase is an RTK of the insulin receptor family. The normal function of ROS in humans is yet unclear; however, the production of variant mutant forms of ROS is widely reported in NSCLC. The expression of ROS gene is primarily restricted to distinct epithelial cells during embryonic development \[[@B90], [@B91]--[@B93]\]. ROS rearrangements have been recently shown to be involved in chromosomal translocations in lung cancer \[[@B94]\]. Elevated ROS expression is observed in both early- and late-stage lung tumors \[[@B95]\] suggesting its role in initiation or development rather than progression. ROS1 rearrangement defines a molecular subset of NSCLC whose clinical characteristics are similar as in patients with ALK rearrangements, and crizotinib shows clinical activity in NSCLC with ROS1 rearrangement \[[@B96]\].

2.19. FGFR1 {#sec2.19}
-----------

Fibroblast growth factor receptor 1 encodes a member of the FGFR TK family, which originally consists of 4 TKS, namely, FGFR1, 2, 3, and 4. FGFR TK plays important role in development and has been found to be deregulated in cancers either by amplifications, point mutations or translocations \[[@B97]\]. FGFR1 amplifications are predominantly seen among former or current smokers with squamous cell carcinoma (*≈*20%). Tumor cells with FGFR1 amplification are dependent on the activity of receptor, and hence, this dependency can be exploited therapeutically with FGFR inhibitors that have shown promising activity in preclinical models of lung cancer \[[@B98], [@B99]\].

2.20. DDR {#sec2.20}
---------

Discoidin death receptor 2 is a member of the DDR family of receptor Tyr kinases that are stimulated by collagen rather than by peptide growth actors. Similar to integrin receptors, DDR2 plays a role in modulating cellular interactions with the extracellular matrix. DDR2 mutations have been found in 3-4 % of SCC of the lung but in \<1% of lung tumors with squamous cell histology \[[@B100]\]. No hotspots have been identified, with mutations spanning both the kinase and discoidin domains \[[@B101]\]. Neither overexpression of DDR2 nor copy number alterations of the DDR2 locus (1q23) have been reported. The most common DDR2 mutation in SCC of lung is the S768R which occurs in the kinase domain. Mutant DDR2 proteins are transforming *in vitro*, and the cell lines harboring DDR2 mutations appear to be dependent on the mutant kinase activity for growth and survival. While there are limited data on the clinical characteristics of patients harboring DDR2 mutations, no significant association with sex, age, or smoking status has been found.

Dasatinib had been shown to be an inhibitor of DDR2 in an *in vitro* screen \[[@B102]\], but dasatinib is a multiple kinase inhibitor. Squamous cell lung cancer cells expressing the I638F and L239R mutant receptors are sensitive to treatment with dasatinib. In addition, mouse xenografts derived from these cell lines regressed following treatment with dasatinib \[[@B100]\]. No clinical trials specifically targeting DDR2 mutations have been conducted. However, a DDR2 S768R mutation was found in the single squamous cell carcinoma of the lung that responded to treatment in an early-phase clinical trial of dasatinib and erlotinib. An overlapping EGFR mutation was not present \[[@B100]\]. While relatively uncommon, DDR2 mutations identify a subgroup of patients in whom treatment with an existing, well-characterized drug may prove beneficial.

Apart from the above-mentioned molecular alterations, polymorphisms in metabolic genes and estrogen are also having potential as biomarkers in lung carcinogenesis. In a previous study, we have observed reduced expression of estrogen in lung cancer patients which was authenticated by the increased expression of IL-6 and high CYP1A1 polymorphism. Estrogen was believed to be the fueling agent for cancer especially breast cancer. But its role in lung cancer was not explained in detail. The observation of reduction in estrogen in lung cancer patient\'s serum is a novel finding and was supported by the high rate of CYP1A1 genetic polymorphism and increased expression of IL-6 in serum \[[@B103]\]. It was reported that estradiol inhibits the production of proliferating cytokines including IL-6 and macrophage inhibitory factors. Estrogens are eliminated from the body by metabolically conversion to estrogenically inactive metabolites that are excreted in the urine and feces. Therefore, CYP1A1 activation might be the reason for the reduced estradiol and thereby increased expression of IL-6 in lung cancer. After detailed studies in a large cohort, serum levels of IL-6, estradiol, and genetic polymorphisms in CYP1A1 gene may also be included as biomarkers for early detection of lung cancer.

3. Conclusion {#sec3}
=============

The present era belongs to personalized chemotherapy, and treatment choices based on molecular profiling are being studied intensely worldwide. This paper discusses various molecular alterations seen in lung cancer, and their predictive and prognostic implications are also being looked into. The usefulness of any molecular entity in selecting or prioritizing treatment in lung cancer is still controversial. However, with the advanced techniques like microarray, RT PCR and so forth, the most promising biomarkers of prediction and response can be prospectively validated.
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